
Reconstructing Citizenship

In the 20th century, it is the nation-state model that is

the collective body holding sovereignty and the

symbolic collector of citizens' political participation.

• National question

Nation cannot be considered as a given of nature,

but as artificial construct determined by the

incessant mythopoetic production of symbols, by the

invention of traditions, by the processes of creating a

common imaginary and a horizon of collectively

shared memories. It is a process of 'construction'

that extends in time and space, in which social and

anthropological processes that see the prevalence of

some languages over others play a crucial role

(Anderson, 1983). These identities can have an

enormous pull, depending on how much

communities (through public policies and

discourses) want to invest in them and on historical

moments.

• Social question

The social question, which broke onto the public

scene following the economic and social upheaval

caused by the Industrial Revolution, focused on two

new and dramatic problems: poverty and inequality.

Private property now appeared to be the cause of a

dramatic division within society, transforming the

social order into one that benefited a happy few

while condemning the vast majority to poverty and

suffering.
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Citizenship brings into focus the fundamental political relationship between the individual and his political

community, the state. Through the study of citizenship as a relational field, it becomes possible to understand

the dynamic processes of constructing different variants of citizenship and to grasp the different dynamics of

political integration, both in terms of participation and values (Cinalli, 2017). Citizenship is produced by laws

and public policies (Structure) and by the Habermasian public sphere : cognitive frameworks, cultural

constructions and their variations in time and space (Discourse).
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Hypothesis

• How has a society (France and Italy from 1919 to 1992)

interpreted and solved the problem of the relationship

between the individual and the political-legal order?

• The scientific literature in the social sciences has mainly

focused on the epistemological foundations of citizenship. That

is, on who is or is not part of the body of citizens. My focus,

however, is different: what are the ontological realities of

citizenship?

Mixed Methodology

• Analysis of public policies France and Italy

from 1919 to 1992 concerning citizenship

acquisition laws and the welfare state.

• Claims making analysis (Koopmans and

Statham 1999) to reconstruct the debate and

discourse of citizenship on newspaper articles.

• A Comparison between France and Italy : The

Age of Catastrophe,1914-1945 ; The Golden

Age,1945- 1975 ; The Landslide,1975-1992

(Hobsbawm 1995).

Evaluative scope of results

My results hence suggest that regarding the national question

(acquisition of citizenship) non-democratic regimes such as

fascism invest much more in discourse than in public policy. On

the social question (welfare state) it is exactly the opposite.

Italian Fascism, in the presence of articulate and complex public

policies, corresponds to a deficient narrative.

Regarding the other two periods (The Golden Age,1945- 1975

and The Landslide,1975-1992), my findings suggest an opposite

reading. The Fourth and Fifth French Republics and the First

Italian Republic on the national question (acquisition of

citizenship) fail to construct a narrative at the level of the public

policies implemented.
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